ShareLab lunch seminars winter/spring 2020
In 2020 we will do a full dive into the deep science underpinning our member
companies. Bring your own lunch to ShareLab – we will serve coffee and drinks.
All interested welcome. Seminars are held in our co-working space at Oslo
Science Park unless otherwise announced.
_______________________________________________
9. Jan 2020 @ 11 am

Fibrosis: no reason to DAMPen expectations

Arxx Therapeutics
Rizwan Hussain and Jonas Hallén, both MD PhDs, recently left their careers at Novartis to
nurture their biotech start-up Arxx Therapeutics based out of ShareLab. The company is
developing an antifibrotic drug licensed from Cancer Research UK which could turn out to
be a game changer. Ever struck you that fibrosis patients may be right as rain without
DAMP*? Jonas and Rizwan will explain why.
*Damage Associated Molecular Patterns
6. Feb 2020 @ 11 am

Alzheimer diagnostics: garbology* of the macrophage

Pre Diagnostics
Macrophages is given life to do one thing. Eat. Eat anything, including amyloid plaque often
found in the brains of Alzheimer patients. The scientists at PreDx has found that it is
possible to monitor the appetite of the macrophage, in particular, leftovers after ingesting
amyloid beta. If it is little degradation product in the cellular guts, then this may be an early
indication of Alzheimer. Needless to say, please don’t forget this presentation.
* the study of a community or (cell) culture by analysing its waste.
5 March 2020 @ 11 am

Glioblastoma: not licenced to kill

Hemispherian
Adam Robertson did a serendipitous finding during his tenure as group leader at Oslo
University Hospital: if you deny glioblastoma cells a licence to replicate, they will sit quietly
and wait until they die. Hemispherian has identified small molecules which do exactly this
job and now it is Adam’s job to make us understand the deep science underneath.
1 April 2020 @ 11 am

A truly personalized cancer therapy uniquely designed for each patient´s tumour

Vaccibody
Karoline Schjetne will on April Fool’s Day leave practical jokes aside (at least for an hour)
and teach Vaccibodies, their design and function, and how they make use of the patient’s
own tumour-mutations to treat cancer in the very same patient. We hope she also will
explain what is neo about neoantigens.
7 May @ 11 am

Meat production reinvented: revolutionising dinner and the world

Macanta Meats
Meats, at ShareLab? Well, not your ordinary piece of sirloin steak, but something even
more appetising. Stem cell researcher Gareth Sullivan and chemist Brian Wilson (not the
Beach Boy) have teamed up to establish the first cultured meat company in the Nordics.
They will explain the science behind transforming stem cells into myocytes and adipocytes
on an industrial scale. Hungry to learn how we can solve the world's biggest problems
through scientific innovation - come join us!
4 June @ 11 am

Title to be announced

